# Cave Mountain

**Location** Grant and Pendleton counties  
**Type** OHCF perpetual conservation easement  
**Effective date** December 27, 2011  
**Size** 209 acres  
**Special features** A massive limestone cliff and associated rare plants  

**Conservation values**  
- Second and third highest climate change resilience rating  
- Contributes to the 30x30 global initiative to mitigate climate change and conserve biodiversity  
- Unique or important wildlife habitat  
- Relatively unique or undisturbed example of a natural community  
- Confirmed rare, threatened, or endangered species  
- Potential rare, threatened, and endangered species of bats  
- Conservation connectivity  
- The project prevents known threats  
- Conservation restoration  
- Scientific research  

**Partners**  
- Private landowner  
- Outdoor Heritage Conservation Fund
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